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QUESTION 1

A Solutions Architect is designing an application on AWS that will connect to the on-premise data center through a VPN
connection. The solution must be able to log network traffic over the VPN. Which service logs this network traffic? 

A. AWS CloudTrail logs 

B. Amazon VPC flow logs 

C. Amazon S3 bucket logs 

D. Amazon CloudWatch Logs 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

A Solutions Architect needs to design a solution that will allow Website Developers to deploy static web content without
managing server infrastructure. All web content must be accessed over HTTPS with a custom domain name. The
solution should be scalable as the company continues to grow. 

Which of the following will provide the MOST cost-effective solution? 

A. Amazon EC2 instance with Amazon EBS 

B. AWS Lambda function with Amazon API Gateway 

C. Amazon CloudFront with an Amazon S3 bucket origin 

D. Amazon S3 with a static website 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

A Solutions Architect has five web servers serving requests for a domain. 

Which of the following Amazon Route 53 routing policies can distribute traffic randomly among all healthy web servers? 

A. Simple 

B. Failover 

C. Weighted 

D. Multivalue Answer 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://docs.aws.amazon.com/Route53/latest/DeveloperGuide/routing-policy.html 
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QUESTION 4

An application hosted on AWS uses object storage for storing internal reports that are accessed daily by the CFO.
Currently, these reports are publicly available. How should a Solutions Architect re-design this architecture to prevent
unauthorized access to these reports? 

A. Encrypt the files on the client side and store the files on Amazon Glacier, then decrypt the reports on the client side. 

B. Move the files to Amazon ElastiCache and provide a username and password for downloading the reports. 

C. Specify the use of AWS KMS server-side encryption at the time of an object creation on Amazon S3. 

D. Store the files on Amazon S3 and use the application to generate S3 pre-signed URLs to users. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

A media company has deployed a multi-tier architecture on AWS. Web servers are deployed in two Availability Zones
using an Auto Scaling group with a default Auto Scaling termination policy. The web servers\\' Auto Scaling group
currently has 15 instances running. 

Which instance will be terminated first during a scale-in operation? 

A. The instance with the oldest launch configuration. 

B. The instance in the Availability Zone that has most instances. 

C. The instance closest to the next billing hour. 

D. The oldest instance in the group. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

An application uses an Amazon RDS MySQL cluster for the database layer. Database growth requires periodic resizing
of the instance. Currently, administrators check the available disk space manually once a week. How can this process
be improved? 

A. Use the largest instance type for the database. 

B. Use AWS CloudTrail to monitor storage capacity. 

C. Use Amazon CloudWatch to monitor storage capacity. 

D. Use Auto Scaling to increase storage size. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 7

A company wants to improve the performance of their web application after receiving customer complaints. An analysis
concluded that the same complex database queries were causing increased latency. What should a Solutions Architect
recommend to improve the application\\'s performance? 

A. Migrate the database to MySQL. 

B. Use Amazon RedShift to analyze the queries. 

C. Integrate Amazon ElastiCache into the application. 

D. Use a Lambda-triggered request to the backend database. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

After reviewing their logs, a startup company noticed large, random spikes in traffic to their web application. The
company wants to configure a cost-efficient Auto Scaling solution to support high availability of the web application.
Which scaling plan should a Solutions Architect recommend to meet the company\\'s needs? 

A. Dynamic 

B. Scheduled 

C. Manual 

D. Lifecycle 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

A company is using Amazon S3 for backups from an on-premises environment. Regulatory requirements state that data
must be retained for at least 7 years. The data is infrequently accessed for 35 days, but needs to be instantly available.
After 35 days, the data is rarely accessed. 

Which combination of actions will provide the MOST cost-effective solution? (Choose two) 

A. Change the backup so the data goes to Amazon S3 Standard-Infrequent Access (S3 Standard-IA) directly 

B. Create an S3 lifecycle policy that moves the data to the GLACIER storage class after 7 years 

C. Change the backup so the data goes to Amazon Glacier directly 

D. Create an S3 lifecycle policy that moves the data to Amazon S3 Standard-Infrequent Access (S3 Standard-IA) after
35 days 

E. Creates an S3 lifecycle policy that moves the data to the GLACIER storage class after 35 days 

Correct Answer: AB 
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QUESTION 10

A Solutions Architect is creating a multi-tiered architecture for an application that includes a public-facing web tier.
Security requirements state that the Amazon EC2 instances running in the application tier must not be accessible
directly from 

the internet. 

What should be done to accomplish this? 

A. Create a multi-VPC peering mesh with network access rules limiting communications to specific ports. Implement an
internet gateway on each VPC for external connectivity. 

B. Place all instances in a single Amazon VPC with AWS WAF as the web front-end communication conduit. Configure
a NAT gateway for external communications. 

C. Use VPC peering to peer with on-premises hardware. Direct enterprise traffic through the VPC peer connection to the
instances hosted in the private VPC. 

D. Deploy the web and application instances in a private subnet. Provision an Application Load Balancer in the public
subnet. Install an internet gateway and use security groups to control communications between the layers. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.aws.amazon.com/vpc/latest/userguide/VPC_Scenario2.html 

 

QUESTION 11

A company plans to use AWS for all new batch processing workloads. The company\\'s developers use Docker
containers for the new batch processing. The system design must accommodate critical and non-critical batch
processing workloads 24/7. 

How should a Solutions Architect design this architecture in a cost-efficient manner? 

A. Purchase Reserved Instances to run all containers. Use Auto Scaling groups to schedule jobs. 

B. Host a container management service on Spot Instances. Use Reserved Instances to run Docker containers. 

C. Use Amazon ECS orchestration and Auto Scaling groups: one with Reserve Instances, one with Spot Instances. 

D. Use Amazon ECS to manage container orchestration. Purchase Reserved Instances to run all batch workloads at the
same time. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

A company needs to quickly ensure that all files created in an Amazon S3 bucket in us-east-1 are also available in
another bucket in ap-southeast-2. Which option represents the SIMPLIEST way to implement this design? 

A. Add an S3 lifecycle rule to move any files from the bucket in us-east-1 to the bucket in ap-southeast-2. 
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B. Create a Lambda function to be triggered for every new file in us-east-1 that copies the file to the bucket in ap-
southeast-2. 

C. Use SNS to notify the bucket in ap-southeast-2 to create a file whenever the file is created in the bucket in us-east-1. 

D. Enable versioning and configure cross-region replication from the bucket in us-east-1 to the bucket in ap-
southeast-2. 

Correct Answer: D 
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